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There are some researches of self-organizing non-linear dynamic systems that 

are developing last two decades, which is usually named as synergetic. Development 

conception of synergetic systems are published in many books and articles, which 

had been issued for the last 20 years [1,2]. In work [5] was proved definitely, that 

modern economics of developed and developing countries are of a synergetic type. 

But there is an open question: which components of any economic system define its 

steady and effective development. 

Wei-Bin Zhang researched mechanics of occurrence of economic cycles deep 

enough. In work [5] was proved, that resilience of dynamic processes in economic 

systems depends on monetary cycles, business cycles, Van der Plug’s growth 

oscillations, endogenous fluctuations, competitive business cycles. Provided analysis 

allows to establish, that given factors are only different manifestations of properties 

of any economic system, based on bifurcation theory and attractors. These estimates 

do not follow how exactly factors of different nature and impact orientation can affect 

the dynamics of country, region, companies and small businesses development, and 

also the economy itself as dynamic system. [3] 

Let’s consider three factors, the impact of which on any economic system 

cannot be disputed. First of all, any economy depends on planned consumption of 

financial, material, human, technology resources and their regular renewal. 

Secondary, economy is successful only when its activity is based on development 

program, which can be consider as genetic code, which stability to external  

influences determines how successful activity would be on markets. Third essential 

factor is effective strategy of expanding the market for produced goods and services. 

Surely, it is very important to consider influence of other factors. For example, 

processes of migration of labor resources. In this way, activity of any economy is a 

random process x(ξ, t), which depends on a large number of random values and time, 

which describes growth dynamic. Differential 𝑑𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) reflects the dynamics of profit 

growth. Wherein, fair equality [5] 

 

𝑑𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) = 𝑐 ∑𝜉`∈ 𝑆 𝑞𝜉`𝜁 (𝑥(𝜉`, 𝑡) − 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝜌𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡)(1 − 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 
 

+ √𝜈𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡))𝑑𝜔(𝜉, 𝑡), 

(1) 

provided 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) ∈ [0, 𝜈],  

where 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) random process of profit formation; (1.1) 

S – change area of 𝜉 (1.2) 

𝜉`- variant 𝜉 from S; (1.3) 
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𝜁(𝑥(𝜉`, 𝑡) − 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) – profit change function with 𝑞𝜉` coefficient; (1.4) 

𝜌𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡)(1 − 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡))𝑑𝑡 – logistic function of production resources 

usage; 

(1.5) 

 
 

√𝜈𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡))𝑑𝜔(𝜉, 𝑡) – diffusion of goods and services with the 𝜔(𝜉, 𝑡) 
speed; 

(1.6) 

𝑐, 𝜌, 𝜈 – constants are being calculated during modeling process of 

each specific economy. 

(1.7) 

Decision of reduced simplified version of differential equation, which 

describes stochastic dynamic process in economy system, is complex mathematical 

task. That’s why this model was researched with computer modeling methods 

provided that 𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) presumably depends only on one random value 𝜉, which 

represented financial flow of economic system. Results of modeling with Fourier 

series usage confirm steady development of the system. Steady is that profit function 

𝑥(𝜉, 𝑡) has steady growth tendency with some cyclic fluctuations near equilibrium 

state. 
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